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Axis of Symmetry of a Parabola. How to find axis from ...
www.mathwarehouse.com/geometry/parabola/axis-of-symmetry.php
Axis of Symmetry Formula There are two different formulas that you can use to find the
axis of symmetry. One formula works when the parabola's equation is in vertex ...

Axis of Symmetry of a Parabola - Hotmath
hotmath.com/hotmath_help/topics/axis-of-symmetry-of-a-parabola.html
The axis of symmetry of a parabola is the vertical line through the vertex. For a parabola
in standard form, y = ax2 + bx + c, the axis of symmetry has the equation.

Axis of Symmetry - Geometry - Math Dictionary
www.icoachmath.com/math_dictionary/axis_of_symmetry.html
Definition of Axis of Symmetry. Axis of Symmetry is a line that divides the figure into
two symmetrical parts in such a way that the figure on one side is the mirror ...

Mathwords: Axis of Symmetry
www.mathwords.com/a/axis_symmetry.htm
this page updated 27-aug-12 Mathwords: Terms and Formulas from Algebra I to Calculus
written, illustrated, and webmastered by Bruce Simmons

How do you find the axis of symmetry? - …
answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080316105233AA8HRd3
Resolved · 3 total answers · Published Mar 16, 2008
Mar 16, 2008 · Best Answer: For any quadratic equation the axis of symmetry will be
this: x=-b/2a For example: x^2+6x+13 A=1 B=6 C=13 Axis of Symmetry equation x= …

Definition of Axis of Symmetry - Math is Fun - Maths Resources
www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/axis-of-symmetry.html
A line through a shape so that each side is a mirror image. If the shape were to be folded
in half along the axis of symmetry, then the two halves would be the same ...

Axis of symmetry | Define Axis of symmetry at Dictionary.com
dictionary.reference.com/browse/axis+of+symmetry?s=t
noun 1. Mathematics . a straight line for which every point on a given curve has
corresponding to it another point such that the line connecting the two points is ...

What is the Axis of Symmetry? - InnovateUs
www.innovateus.net/innopedia/what-axis-symmetry
Where is Axis of symmetry used? Symmetry is more of a geometrical than an algebraic
concept, but the subject of symmetry does come up in a couple of algebraic contexts.

Rotational symmetry - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axis_of_symmetry
Generally speaking, an object with rotational symmetry, also known in biological contexts
as radial symmetry, is an object that looks the same after a certain amount ...

Axis of symmetry | Line of symmetry | Khan Academy
www.khanacademy.org/.../cc-4th-line-of-symmetry/v/axis-of-symmetry
Learn for free about math, art, computer programming, economics, physics, chemistry,
biology, medicine, finance, history, and more. Khan Academy is a nonprofit with ...
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